To health professionals and laymen

This program has pursued two main objectives:

One: To analyze the common mistakes of the prevailing "how-to" disease-oriented approaches which continue to lead to inevitable failures in all chronic diseases

Two: To demonstrate a universal medical system that circumvents these mistakes and proposes a concrete solution. It applies not only to autism, Lyme co-infections and Morgellon’s – the main topics – but equally to all chronic diseases.

With these main objectives in focus, this program covers the following topics:

• Why it is inevitable and so easy to make mistakes in medicine, conventional and alternative
• Why formally correct scientific medical findings usually mislead both doctors and patients into dead-end paths.

• Why adding more treatments adds nothing to their quality and only leads to the same failures and side-effects

• Understanding the importance of the main model or blueprint theory of chronic disease before deciding what treatment to choose. Reference to prominent scientists, and NIH (The National Institutes of Health) admitting to the absence of such a model. This is no different than having the wrong blueprint of a car where sophistication of the parts becomes irrelevant since its wrong blueprint dooms it to failure.

• How, in its absence, medical specialties and products just mechanistically match countless disease-related findings and fail. These failures have automatically extended to the prevention and treatment of autism, Lyme and other chronic diseases.
• Why models or blueprints of exact sciences have led to unprecedented technological successes while medicine has produced unprecedented failures in chronic diseases.

• Scientific studies confirming how babies these days become poisoned from "day one" through multiple toxic agents in mother’s milk. These agents can cause brain damage, suppressed or hyperactive immunity prone to chronic infections and autoimmune diseases, cancer, leukemia and any disease, or just a state of absent health long before it becomes formally diagnosed as any disease and at any age, however young.

• Presenting a far more complete theory/medical model of chronic diseases that replaces and encompasses the numerous alternative and conventional approaches through the concept of the key Stars or Bullets – the primary causes of chronic diseases. Presenting their effective management.
The demonstration of how these Star/Bullets can interact with one another and produce a countless number of medical abnormalities – scientific findings – in chronic diseases, and how effectively addressing these Star/Bullets renders many treatments unnecessary. The end result is unsurpassed therapeutic efficacy at significantly lowered costs.

Bioresonance testing (BRT) and its unique role in diagnosing Star/Bullets where it counts the most – within the internal organs themselves – that laboratory or imaging tests are incapable of achieving. Presenting how even some Nobel
Prize laureates in medicine are discovering this unique ability of bioresonance testing.

- Scientific research confirming ability of homeopathic remedies – causative homeopathy – to successfully address most of the Star/Bullets of chronic diseases, including deadly infections.

- A recent revolutionary Cuban study on 2.5 million people in the homoeopathic vaccination of a deadly epidemic that has proven superior to and 10 times cheaper than a conventional vaccine. Its professional “reward”? Have conventional medical journals published it? Did the lay media? This study used exactly the same method as proposed in my book, “Biological, Chemical, and Nuclear Warfare: Protecting Yourself and Your Loved Ones: The Power of Digital Medicine”.

- One of these completely overlooked bullets and its central role in chronic diseases these days – EMFs (electromagnetic fields).
  - EMF as the major brain and body physiologic disruptor of children and adults in the modern EMF-infected environment deprived of natural energy can be as healthy as fish taken out of water.
  - Effective and ineffective EMF-protecting devices
  - The necessary safety measures which every person must undertake in their home, car, office to protect themselves and their children.
  - Numerous testimonies of patients and children’s parents confirming a slew of morbid medical problems and conditions which EMF induce. Supporting and very little publicized documentation from worldwide scientific literature concerning significant harm of EMFs and how this cancels countless treatments and makes them fail. The bad answer – “more treatments.”

- Key notes of some classical homeopathic remedies for autism and ADHD which can be of assistance to FCT, if necessary.

- Incapable conventional and most of the alternative diagnostic and therapeutic methods to identify and treat the Stars/Bullets.

- Review of all of the major prevailing approaches to autism and their major limitations:
  - Blood, urine and other lab tests
  - DAN
  - Yasko
  - Gluten- and casein-free diet
  - Massive nutritional supplementations
  - Chelation therapy
  - Hyperbaric oxygen
  - Anti-yeast and anti-parasitic regiments
  - Leaky gut
  - Homeopathy: classical complex/homotoxicology, sequential/Heilkunst
• Illustrating the concept where a treatment is either capable of removing bullets or just acts as a bandaid that patches up their multiple morbid effects. The latter is inevitable whenever the stars/bullets are not properly identified and addressed.

Lyme disease and co-infections
The basic flaws of the prevailing approaches to infectious diseases which Lyme specialists, conventional and alternative, bring to the treatment of Lyme disease and co-infections. Expectedly, these fail again.

Addressing the most important factor in all chronic infectious diseases – the predisposition of the host – due to his inefficient immune system.

- Stars/Bullets as the factors responsible for immune sickness. The bottom line is that patients don’t become sick because they have contracted Lyme. But they have contracted Lyme because they were already sick.
- Ineffective pharmaceutical bombardments of Lyme and other bacteria through antibiotics or “natural” antimicrobial agents dispensed by conventional or “Lyme literate doctors”

- “Rife machine”, another bandaid, an electric one

- Severe limitations of these approaches and very serious side-effects which they can and have produced.

• **Morgellon’s disease**
  – This is another mysterious rapidly growing epidemic where patients, besides being afflicted with multiple head-to-toe debilitating medical problems and disfiguring skin ulcers grow bizarre colorful fibers coming out of their bodies! Who is next?
  
  So far and as the case with many other chronic diseases, there is no explanation or effective treatments which exist.

  – So-called Morgellon’s protocols represent the same bandaids as any other in chronic diseases where the exact causes – Star/Bullets – remain unknown.

• **From theory to practice – delivering results – presentation of recovered**
  children from autism and ADHD, patients from Lyme disease and co-infections, Morgellon’s disease through the Star/Bullet-oriented medical system of FCT®.
Among these, a testimony of an MD who became disabled due to Lyme disease and co-infections, multiple chemical sensitivities, chronic fatigue, electromagnetic hypersensitivity, and many other brain and body severe health problems. After conventional and alternative treatments failed, he was very skeptical about FCT’s treating his severe pathologies with only homeopathic drops and without any natural pharmaceuticals or antibiotics for his Lyme and other problems. However, the result speaks for itself and today he works full time and is opening his own FCT medical practice.

The patient who shared her multi-year ordeal of her multi-year treatments of Lyme disease and multiple other infections and medical problems at the beginning of the section here of Lyme disease and co-infections, has done quite well, too. From a bedridden 24/7 invalid in spite of the treatments of conventional Lyme specialists from Boston, Connecticut and New York, and alternative doctors, she is leading a normal lifestyle today, jogging daily, and undertaking medical studies to become an FCT practitioner.

Other topics

- **Cancer case**

  As an illustration to FCT’s ability based on the Star/Bullet approach to treat any chronic disease, regardless of its specialty, a documented case of positive response, even in cancer and in an older patient, was presented. While both the patient’s cancer marker and chest mass grew prior to FCT while she was consuming a slew of natural “immune-stimulants” and antioxidants meant to prevent and arrest cancer, just the opposite took place. While on FCT, and abandoning all of these “natural immune strengthening” paraphernalia, following Star/Bullet-focused bioresonance testing and homeopathic treatment, the patient’s MRI showed arrest in a mass growth and precipitous drop of cancer marker by three-fold.

- More recent studies demonstrating harmful effects of antioxidants as promoting cancer and other serious diseases. This has been predicted and taught by FCT through its Basic Course, since 1999.
- More of the latest homeopathic scientific research confirming the physiologic action of homeopathic remedies
- Introducing the importance of the proper and sound structure of scientific knowledge for the practice of medicine that is presented through an eye-opening DVD course: “The power of missing knowledge: An explanation for the failures of conventional and alternative medicine in chronic and degenerative diseases. An introduction to FCT®”.

  This course truly delivers eye-opening information for the first time in the history of medicine. Its practitioners, conventional or alternative, have never had an exact frame of scientifically sound reference through which they were able to objectively scrutinize their corresponding specialties. It exposes their weaknesses, which most doctors prefer to silence to their patients and to themselves. This course will help
both them and you to make the best decision concerning the choice of medical treatments.

To order this DVD set, please go to www.yurkovsky.com/order-videos-kits.pdf.